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Development Background

I. Development Background
1

Overview of O2O Industry

O2O (Online to Offline) service is a service that connects online and offline, and is a service
that connects and expands mobile information and offline purchases, such as marketing,
payment, and coupon provision.
As smartphones become more popular, various services that are closely related to real life
such as taxi use, delivery of orders, hair salon, lodging, wedding, car wash, and car parking are
easily available through O2O services.
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The O2O industry, which emerged based on mobile technology, has made a leap for growth
with the development of IoT technology.
Existing Near Field Communication (NFC), Bluetooth Low Energy and Location-Based Service
technologies have been integrated into O2O services by linking offline and online fields.
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I. Development Background
1

Overview of O2O Industry

Evolution to Personalized O2O Services
O2O is expected to evolve into a personalized service that provides services optimized for
individual lifestyles and tastes, beyond simple intermediation between online and offline.
For example, an overseas O2O laundry company, Wa*hio, provides laundry services for singlefamily households and dual- income couples who do not have enough time to manage their

laundry.

On-Demand Laundry O2O
Service ‘W*shio’

Source : noblessemedia.co.kr

Food Materials O2O ‘B*min Fresh’

Source : besuccess.com

Omni Channel that offers integrated online and offline experience is the main
stream.
O2O is a service that connects online and offline interfaces and provides an integrated
experience by organically connecting various channels such as stores, PCs, mobile devices, and
TVs.
A typical example of the Omni channel is K*RER%RRNVWRUHĜV BaroDream' service, which allows
FXVWRPHUVWRSXUFKDVHERRNVRQOLQHDQGSLFNWKHPXSDWWKHVWRUH VLPPHGLDWHěBaroDreamĜ
corner.
L*tte 'HSDUWPHQW6WRUHLVDOVRSURYLGLQJDě6PDUW3LFN VHUYLFHWKDWDOORZVFXVWRPHUVWRSLFN
up items ordered online from lockers in stores or convenience stores.
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I. Development Background
1

Overview of O2O Industry

Integrated Experiences of Channels, ‘Omni Channel’

‘Smart Pick’ Service of
L*tte Department Store’
Smart Pick

Single Channel

Multi Channel

Omni Channel

Pick-Up Desk

Pick-Up Locker

Source : KTˁࢿˁࠒࠉ˱ܕ
Order in Online
Pick-Up in Offline

Order in Online
Pick-Up in 24 hours Locker in
CVS

Source : Ձɏؒࢺ ࢇए, KTˁࢿˁࠒࠉ˱۽˱ࢢ ܕ
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I. Development Background
2

Problems: Current O2O Services

Many companies, including startups, are jumping into O2O services, and venture capital
investments in them are growing rapidly.
However, as the O2O service spreads, various problems are also being exposed.

Excessive brokerage fees
The main revenue sources for all O2O services are advertising and brokerage fees. Although
brokerage fees, which amounts to almost 10% of sales, are a big burden for micro & small
businesses, it is inevitable to make a partnership at a time when nearby businesses are
competitively registering for the O2O platform.
In this situation, the supplier (franchisee) must raise the price of the product & service by
paying for various fees including advertisement fees, brokerage fees, and delivery fees, and
the increase is passed on to the consumer.

[O2O Service Fee]
Companies

Sales Commission

External Payment
Fee

Total

Baedaltong

4.5~

3.5%

8~10%

Baedal minjok

3.6~9%

3.5%

9~12.5%

Yogiyo

-

3.6%

10~20%
Source : http://techm.kr

Damage to Small Business
Micro & Small business owners who rely on delivery apps may think that they have
advertising and promotional effects when comparing the entry of delivery apps, but there are
no standards for discounts, returns or delivery along with high fees and relatively low
bargaining power, which can be seen as a very low level of fairness in the transaction
relationship. If Micro & Small business owners have a dispute with delivery app companies,
they may be penalized.
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2

Problems: Current O2O Services

Centralized Structure and Transparency Issues
O2O service is a centralized structure for O2O platform companies, and suppliers are forced
to follow the operation of 020 platform companies, and as settlement is managed by platform
companies suppliers cannot accurately identify problems.
In addition, even if the settlement system is automated, it is difficult for business owners to

check all the settlement details of platform companies due to various accidents such as
duplicate payment and handwriting mistakes in the data processing process. As everything is
handled centrally, there is a risk of opacity and manipulation. In addition, the more services
are centrally processed, the greater the authority and scope of control.

Reliability issues for suppliers
For example, the emergence of various real estate brokerage apps in the real estate sector has
caused a huge increase in the number of cases where false sales by real estate companies
cause consumers to lose time and effort, hurting the O2O platform, which is striving to build

trust with consumers.

Service Satisfaction Issue
Since service satisfaction is limited in ensuring objectivity, customer reviews alone do not
guarantee individual satisfaction with the service. For example, the delivery of food by
deliveryman is a clear part of the completion of the work, but household chores including
cleaning are fairly subjective. As the degree of cleanliness is different for each individual, there
are difficulties in setting standards for service satisfaction, such as some parts that are not
satisfied no matter how clean they are.

Consumer Compensation System Issue
Consumers are contributing to the vitalization of O2O service after using the service through
honest evaluation, review writing, and recommending to friends, but no compensation has
been made.
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I. Development Background
3

Solutions

Ensuring Reliability, Transparency with Blockchain Technology
 Consolidate the existing PG / VAN payment system and blockchain technology to make
payments using existing payment methods, and the payment platform allows consumers
and franchisee to pay by cryptocurrency in P2P
 6HFXUHWKHUHOLDELOLW\RIVHWWOHPHQWE\UHFRUGLQJWKHFRQVXPHUĜVSD\PHQWGHWDLOVRI

products and services on the blockchain
 Store and confirm the transaction information in the network in real time base through
blockchain and distributed ledger technology.

<Architecture of Transaction System with Blockchain>
Request the Service
Approval result &
receipt confirmation

OffLine Shop

Notify the approval result

Request
Payment

Request
Payment

Transmit to
all participants
on the network

Registering the blocks
that have been verified
transaction information
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3

Solutions

AI
Augmenting AI can provide new services to customers. This raises corporate value, expands
the market, and allows data to be stored in digital twin with smart products, giving them an
opportunity to analyze and find new revenue models. Individuals who provide information
that is essential for these tasks may be rewarded from a token economy perspective while at
the same time seeking privacy protection.
In the VroomGO-Rider, the AI operation information function will use navigation's big data
and traffic prediction algorithms to analyze road traffic information at a specific point in time
and inform the estimated time required to reach the desired destination.

AI Chatbot
As the number of online and mobile customers increases, the development of chatbot services
will be necessary to increase communication with customers and provide differentiated
shopping experiences.
AI chatbot equipped with big data processing technology and personalized modules
accumulate various data of customers and act as managers not only for shopping but for life
style.

Ȅ$,Chatbot : A chatbot is a computer program that simulates human conversation through voice
commands or text chats or both in conversation type interface.
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Vision & Goals

VISION
Connects Everything in the World
O2O Platform

Prepaid
Charging
Bank
Transfer

Payment
by Cards
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VROOMGO BLOCKCHAIN

III. VroomGO Blockchain
1

VroomGO Blockchain Architecture

VroomGo Blockchain System (hereinafter referred to as VroomGo System) is a platform
powered by VroomGo Token (VRGX), a smart contract and utility token based on the
blockchain under development.
7KHěVroomGo 6\VWHPĜLVDQ22SODWIRUPWKDWFDQUXQYDULRXV9URRP*R2VHUYLFHVIDVWHU
and safer in real-world markets including VroomGo-Rider, VroomGo-Food, VroomGo-Delivery,
VroomGo-Mart, and VroomGo-/LIHE\DSSO\LQJFU\SWRFXUUHQF\ě95*;ĜDQGVPDUWFRQWUDFWV
and blockchain technology.
The VroomGo system connects the service users and service providers through DApps
GLVWULEXWHGDSSOLFDWLRQV DQGSURYLGHVYDULRXVLQWHJUDWHGVHUYLFHVIRUHDV\XVHRIě95*;Ĝ
 Development of various O2O services that are directly connected to real life and network
building between O2O service businesses
 Built-in wallet, transfer and remittance system for easy storage and use of VRGX tokens
 A trading system that can exchange or cash out major cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum with VRGX
 Smart contract system that makes using and paying O2O service easier, faster and safer
 The data recorded in the smart contract using the blockchain is encrypted and recorded
on the blockchain so that only the parties participating in the transaction can see it.
Therefore, immutability of data prevents future fraud and transparently realizes micro

payments. This helps to reduce transaction fees by verifying smart contracts between
two parties and managing service payments between them without the need for
financial intermediaries.
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III. VroomGO Blockchain
1

VroomGO Blockchain Architecture

[VroomGO Architecture]
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III. VroomGO Blockchain
2

VroomGO Blockchain Payment

VroomGo Payment Platform replaces the existing means of payment (credit cards, check
cards, simple payments, etc.) and supports quick remittance through the decentralized P2P
transactions to lower transaction fees, allowing consumers and Micro & Small Business owners
to benefit.
Hybrid Wallet

VroomGO Wallet offers personal wallets for consumers and business wallets for franchisee
respectively.
Franchisee can store, store and manage various cryptocurrencies paid by consumers through
wallets for business owners, and consumers can purchase and use goods & services with the
cryptocurrency they want to pay among various cryptocurrencies stored in personal wallets.

[ Cryptocurrency Hybrid Integrated Payment Platform ]

VroomGO Platform
Foreign
Account

P2P
Remittance

Crypto
Exchange

Domestic
Account

P2P Data
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[Payment Methods]
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Easy Payment,
Pay, Cryptocurrency
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III. VroomGO Blockchain
3

Smart Contract

Smart Contracts enables the contract to be safely executed on the basis of low costs and
consensus, by encrypting the payment method and the counter payments of the contract and
automating the process of contract fulfillment and verification through the network, without
interference from those who confirm the terms of the contract and without additional costs.

VroomGO Reputation / Arbitration System

Reputation from Users

Payment after arbitration process
Platform

Reputation
System

Reputation changes based on
arbitration results

Arbitration
judgment

Payment System

Arbitration System

In case of dispute,
arbitrate token and
move to contract

Ȅ smart contract is a set of software codes implemented on the blockchain platform that ensures that the
contents of the contract are automatically executed on the assets contained in the blockchain when predetermined
conditions are achieved.
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VROOMGO SERVICE

ǧ95220*2Services
1

VROOMGO-Rider

VroomGo-Rider Service
A motorcycle taxi (motorcycle or tricycle) brokerage service that connects Riders in offline and
customers through the VroomGo O2O platform. In other words, when a customer calls a
motorcycle taxi from the VroomGo O2O platform using a smartphone, the nearest motorcycle
rider picks up the customer and safely takes the customer to their destination.
0DQLODLQWKH3KLOLSSLQHVLVVRKHDYLO\FRQJHVWHGWKDWLWLVFDOOHGę0DQLOOD7LPHĚDQGWD[LVDUH
insecure enough to negotiate fares and make it difficult to use.

Problems suffering Consumer Side
 Need a means to move quickly to a blocked road
 Reliability of motorcycle riders is important due to the high risk of robbery and
kidnapping
 No fixed rate system
 Difficulties in getting insurance coverage in the event of an accident

Problems suffering Drivers of Motorcycle(Auto Bike, Tricycle) side
 As there is no proper means to attract customers, they have to wait on the blocked road
and there is no work ethic due to the lack of stable income, resulting in complaints and
consumer avoidance.

How to use VroomGo-Rider service
 When a consumer sets a destination in the VroomGo-Rider app, the consumer's location
is automatically set via GPS or the customer sets their own starting point.
 )DUHLVDXWRPDWLFDOO\FDOFXODWHGZKHQFRQVXPHUĜVVWDUWLQJDQGGHVWLQDWLRQSRLQWVDUH
determined.

 Consumer chooses payment method by cash, card or VRGX and call out rider
 Information about the rider can be checked when assigning a rider
 Communication between riders and consumers will be made via SMS or mobile phone
while waiting for pickup
 Once consumer arrive at the destination, consumer will evaluate the service satisfaction
LQFOXGLQJULGHUĜVVHUYLFHDIWHUSD\PHQW
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1

VROOMGO-Rider

[System Architecture]

AI based
Vehicle Routing System

Rider Credit Rating System
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ǧ95220*2Services
2

VROOMGO-Food

The food delivery service is a typical service that is generating a blast worldwide in the O2O
sharing economy service market.
&KLQDĜVě(/( (ĜEHJDQZLWKSDUW-timers in 2008 and has grown into a company with 15,000
employees in more than 2,000 cities in the country in a decade, with its corporate value valued at
around $9.5 billion.
8.ĜVěDelivero ĜIRXQGHGLQKDVHVWDEOLVKHGDFREZHE-like transportation network and is a
scientific delivery management system through big data analysis such as food cooking, delivery
time, satellite GPS, etc., with 13,000 employees and 20,000 riders serving 84 cities in 12 countries.
The company has grown into a unicorn company with a corporate value of $ 1.5 billion in just 4
years.
,QGRQHVLDĜVě*R- NĜLQWURGXFHVě*R-fo GĜRQWKHFRPSDQ\ VKRPHSDJHVD\LQJ*R- N VKXQGUHGV
RIWKRXVDQGVRIGHOLYHU\HQJLQHHUVZLOOGHOLYHULWLQPLQXWHVě*R-fo GĜKDVSDUWQHUHGZLWKPRUH
than 30,000 restaurants in Indonesia.
VroomGo-Food service provides a list of restaurants that can be delivered by automatically
WUDFNLQJFRQVXPHUVĜFXUUHQWORFDWLRQZKHQ*36LVWXUQHGRQDIWHUDFFHVVLQJWKHVroomGo-Food via

the VroomGo app. The consumer picks up and delivers the restaurant and the food he ordered
when consumer has selected, ordered or paid for the menu.

Consumer

Food Delivery
Coupon Book Distribution

Payment for Meals
Testimonials,
Reward for recommendation

VROOMGO
O2O Platform

Reward for Coupon Book Distribution

Advertising Fee

Restaurant
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ǧ95220*2Services
3

VROOMGO-Delivery

VroomGo-Delivery is VroomGo's document and freight service, a courier service that delivers
packages or documents that can be delivered by motorcycle. As the business expands and
grows, the company plans to provide truck delivery of bulky cargo.
The driver in the nearby area picks up and delivers the packages or documents that need to
be delivered quickly, charges a certain fee on the delivery distance, and provides the
consumer with information about the delivery driver and the estimated time of arrival, so that
consumer can use the service with reliability.

[System Architecture]

Order System
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System

Payment
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4

VROOMGO Mart

VroomGo-Mart is a shopping service that purchases and delivers fresh foods as well as other
various products at groceries and supermarket. When a consumer chooses a store to purchase
through the VroomGo-Mart App, or orders an item from a category classified by product, the
VroomGo-Rider motorcycle drivers will purchase the products from a nearby groceries and
supermarket, such as fresh food selected by the consumer and deliver in a short time.

How to use VroomGo-Mart Service
 Choose a store based on orderable categories
 Or, type in the store or product name that want
 Select products within a certain amount (about $ 2,000 or less)
 Select the shipping address, payment method and click "Order"
 Purchases will be delivered within 60 minutes by motorcycle driver registered with
VroomGo-Rider

Select
store or
product

Enter
shipping
destinatio
n
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5

VROOMGO Life

VroomGo-Life is a service that provides the convenience and health care of daily life.
VroomGo-Life offers four lifestyle services: massage, cleaning, beauty care, and automobile
management.

VroomGo-Massage
The massage service requires registered, therapist who has at least three years of work
experience with no criminal history after interviews and background checks and the therapist
are put into the service, after a top-quality massage training course at the VroomGo-Life
office. VroomGo-Life Service offers on-site service 24 hours a day, seven days a week from
anywhere and anytime.

VroomGo-Clean
The Clean Service is a group of lifestyle related services, including home and office cleaning,
laundry, and ironing. Clean Service is available only if booked a day ahead by a professionaltrained cleaning specialist, Service charges will be set in advance before using the service, as
they are divided according to basic services for sweeping and cleaning, additional services
such as refrigerators and washing machines, and cleaning areas.

VroomGo-Auto
The Auto Service provides total services for automobiles and motorcycles such as emergency
towing service and tire replacement service as well as services necessary for car management
including maintenance of automobiles and motorcycles, regular parts replacement, oil change
and cleaning.

In addition, VroomGo-Life plans to provide various services related to beauty care such as hair
care, nail care, makeup and waxing.
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Business Plan

V. Business Plan
1

Market Size & Forecast

According to the KT Economic Management Institute in 2019, the global O2O market is
expected to grow from 594 trillion won in 2018 to 831 trillion won in 2019. In 2020, the
annual growth is expected to reach 1,081 trillion won.
Amazon is the global leader in the O2O service business, and Amazon recently launched a
GDVKVHUYLFH$PD]RQĜV'DVKVHUYLFHLVDQ22VHUYLFHWKDWOLQNVVPDUWGHYLFHVWR
$PD]RQĜVDFFRXQWVDQGPDNHVSD\PHQWVDWWKHVDPHWLPHDVSXUFKDVLQJSURGXFWVVXFKDV
razors and beverages, as long as they are placed on a barcode on the package of products
such as razors and beverages. Amazon also launched a food delivery service as part of its
ę$PD]RQ/RFDO6HUYLFHĚDQGSODQVWRODXQFK22VHUYLFHVIRUUHSDLULQJFDUVLQWKHIXWXUH
O2O services are creating a new ecosystem for the retail industry, and the dominant opinion
is that if the service expands to other industries such as transportation, transit, beauty care
DQGWRXULVPWKHJURZWKRIWKRVHLQGXVWU\ĜVPDUNHWVL]HZLOOEHEH\RQGLPDJLQDWLRQ

O2O Service Market Size Trend and Outlook
* Source: KT Economic Management Institute
* Unit: Trillion Won
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V. Business Plan
2

Core Target Market

Outpost for Southeast Asia and the global market,
Philippines

Why Philippines??

1. The annual economic growth rate, near 7%, is the highest in ASEAN and is expected to
open up unlimited business opportunities.
3KLOLSSLQHVĜDEXQGDQWSRSXODWLRQRIPLOOLRQSHRSOHDQGWKH\RXQJJHQHUDWLRQRI
years of average age are entering the era of smartphone-oriented mobile phones, beyond
the information age represented by the Internet. In addition, environment of the nation,
which consists of more than 7,000 islands, is driving the development of mobile-based
industries such as the importance of mobile infrastructure and mobile communication and
mobile payment.
3. Metro Manila of Philippines is the world's fourth-largest population density and the worst
traffic hell with nearly 25 million people, and the VroomGo O2O service will be an
RSSRUWXQLW\LQWKHQDWLRQ7KHWUDIILFMDPLQWKH3KLOLSSLQHVIDPRXVIRUě0DQLOD7LPHĜ
requires fast motorcycles, and the absence of security, such as taxis, will need a safe and
UHOLDEOHVHUYLFHVXFKDVęVroomGoĚ
4. The Philippines has a poor financial infrastructure with only 30 percent of bank accounts
and 3 percent of credit card ownership. With a penetration rate of more than 110 percent,
0RELOHSKRQHVDUHUDSLGO\EHLQJFRQYHUWHGLQWR6PDUWSKRQHVDQGěPRELOHVLPSOH
SD\PHQWVHUYLFHĜWKDWHQDEOHVVPDOOSD\PHQWVDQGUHPLWWDQFHVHUYLFHVIRU\RXQJSHRSOH
and the underprivileged in the Philippines.
5. The convergence of mobile pay and blockchain technologies will set a new paradigm for
WKHě*OREDO0RELOH6LPSOH3D\PHQW6HUYLFHĜPDUNHWVroomGo-Pay service plans to adopt

blockchain technology. VroomGo will also publish VroomGo Coin to build a system that
allows consumer to exchange, transfer, prepaid, and pay easily and securely between
VroomGo-Pay and Vroom-Go Coin.

www.vroomgo.com | WhitePaper V1.1
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V. Business Plan
2

Core Target Market

ǿ Status of FinTech Market
The growth of the O2O service market can be measured by the mobile payment market,
according to Statista, the Fintech market in the Philippines has traded about $ 4.9 billion in
2016 and is expected to increase to $ 10.5 billion by 2020.

ǿ Smartphone Penetration Rate
ɟ The Philippines' smartphone market is the third-largest in Southeast Asia and the fastest
growing.
ɟ The Philippines has been the fastest growing number of Internet users in the last five
years, with 87% of mobile phone users rapidly switching to smartphones.

ǹ Although the Philippines is a latecomer compared to other ASEAN countries, the fintech
industry is expected to grow rapidly due to the development of ride-hailing and ridesharing services such as 'Uber' and 'Grab', online market expansion, crowdfunding, and
increasing loan demand.
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V. Business Plan
3

Revenue Model

Rider

Brokerage
Fee

Corporate
AD

Premium
Paging

Food
Power List


a closed-door competitive bidding



Expose to top of list for a month

Coupon Book


Offer to users of general coupons & reviewers in the store

Store background/icon decorating


Design change of store info. in the app (background color,
etc.)

Location based AD


Local Franchisee Ads frequently used by consumers
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V. Business Plan
4

Status of Business Implementation

Contracted with Philippines PAYMENT
GATEWAY &RPSDQ\ěDragonpay’
2019.02.00

Participated as a Judge
2Qě)LQDQFH+DFNDWKRQ7RXUQDPHQWĜ
2019.01.12~13

Entered a partnership agreement with
ě3KLOLS0RWRUVĜ
2018.10.20

Hashkey Pte. Ltd. MOU
2018.09.18

www.vroomgo.com | WhitePaper V1.1
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V. Business Plan
5

Road Map

2018

4Q

Incorporation (Philippines)
Start VroomGo O2O service platform design
WhitePaper V1.0

2019

1Q

Start to develop VroomGo O2O service platform

2Q

VroomGo-Rider& Food Planning

3Q

Start to develop VroomGo-Rider& Food

4Q

Open VroomGo Blockchain Prime Net
Start to develop the Payment System

2020

1Q

Listing on an Exchange

/DXQFKě:DOOHW Ĝ
Complete Payment System Development
Kickoff VroomGo-Rider offline organization
building
3Q

Start pilot service of VroomGo-Rider

3Q

Listing on an Global Exchange

4Q

/DXQFKěVroomGo 5LGHU9Ĝ
/DXQFKěVroomGo Food V1.0’

2021

1Q

8SGDWHěVroomGo 5LGHU )RRGĜ

2Q

Expand VroomGo O2O service
(Delivery, Mart, Life Service)

3Q

www.vroomgo.com | WhitePaper V1.1
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TOKEN ECONOMY

ǩ7RNHQ(FRQRP\
1

Token Economy

1) Transactions in O2O services

ǹ VRGX token is dedicated token for O2O services used for trading in the VroomGO
blockchain ecosystem.
 Payment for consumers to purchase goods and services on VroomGO's On-OffLine

 Provider pays brokerage fee for VroomGO's O2O platform
 Provider pays Advertisement fee on publishing AD on VroomGO's O2O platform
ǹ Rewards for Consumers
 Recommending the platform to friends/acquaintances
 Writing a review
 Participating an event and AD receiving
 Coupon receiving
 Providing transaction related information

Payment for service use

Rewards for contribution

O2O Platform
Consumers

Providers

Payment
Solution
Blockchain

Rewards for Participants






Service Recommendation
Writing reviews
Attending events /AD Receiving
Receiving coupons
Providing transaction related Info.
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Platform Use Fee
AD Publication Fee
Product & Service Sales Fee
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ǩ7RNHQ(FRQRP\
1

Token Economy

2) Token Economy of VroomGO-Rider
ǹ Consumer
 Pay Rider fee with token
 Provide token bounty on recommending app to friends / acquaintances
 Token rewards on providing transaction related information, reviews and evaluating Rider
ǹ Provider
 Token rewards to top Riders based on consumer ratings
 Pay platform usage fee with token
 Pay advertisement publishing fee with token

Recommending
Platform
Consumer

Consumer

Consumer

Receiving
AD
Providing Transaction Info.
Reviewing / Evaluation

New Members

Paying Usage
Fee

VROOMGO-Rider

Advertisement
Fee

Paying Fee

Provider
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ǩ7RNHQ(FRQRP\
2

Token Operation Plan

1) Token Incineration
 Token burning after annual token purchase after commercialization
 Execute token buring after disclosure
2) Staking
 Staking service will be implemented in Wallet
 To be separately notified on staking policy
 Implemented in accordance with each national regulatory policies
3) AirDrop
 With various events
 To community participants
4) Bounty
 Project recommendation writing on personal SNS (Facebook, blog, etc.)
 Notification on bugs of the platform
5) Token Swap
 6XSSRUWWRNHQVZDSZLWKDIILOLDWHFRPSDQ\ĜVWRNHQ
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Token Summary

1) Token Summary

Methods of payment

ETH, BTC

Platform

Ethereum

Type

ERC20

Symbol

VRGX

Mining

No Mechanical Mining

COIN Unit

18 decimal places

Initial Price

1 VRGX = 0.086 USDT

Hard Cap

4,000,000,000 VRGX

Max Supply

10,000,000,000 VRGX

Country

Philippines

Min. Private
Investment Amount

Above US$ 85,000

Auditing

Usage Details of ICO funds

Website

http://vroomgo.com
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Token Summary

2) Token Sale

Private Sale

Refer to Homepage

Pre Sale

Refer to Homepage

Crowd Sale

To be Determined

Ȅ(;&+$1*(5$7(
 The exchange rate of ETH, BTC to VRGX is calculated so that 1 VRGX = 0.086 USDT
 Details will be notified on the official homepage

3) Token Operation Guideline
ɂ Lock-Up Period
 Founders and team members are limited in order to stabilize the market for 120
days after listing on the exchange
ɂ Registering customer information, KYC
 Proceed to the KYC by including the customer information registration procedure
on the platform

ɂ Anti Money Laundering, AML
 Additional documentation and certification can be requested to prevent money
laundering after checking KYC for around $ 10,000 of ě95*;ěand more.
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Token Summary

4) Token Operation Policy

Token Distribution Budget

Budget Operation Plan

ϱϬй

ϯϬй

ϭϬй
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BLOCKCHAIN BASED O2O PLATFORM

Ǫ

Company Profile

ǪCompany Profile
1

Snapshot of the Company

Blockchain-Based O2O Platform
CEO

JongHo Lee

DELMO TECHNOLOGY CORP.
UNIT 2701B THE FINANCE CENTER 26TH STREET CORNER 8TH AVENUE, BONIFACIO GLOBAL CITY,
FORT BONIFACIO, TAGUIG CITY, METRO MANILA, PHILIPPINES

VRGX@delmotechnology.com
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Team

Our Team

Jongho Lee
CEO
- Former Intel
- Dept of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Portland State
University with Intel, U.S., “Design
and Implementation of
Synchronous DRAM Controller in
Unified Memory Architecture.”
D. Eng.
System Engineer over 20 years

Youngjoon Yoo
CFO
- Semiconductor Sales
- Project in Intel, Apple

Int’l financing experts over 18
years
Int’l financing for VroomGo
project

Gyoungmo Kim
CBDO
- Former Samsung SDI
- Former Gatesis consulting
- Former Innohr consulting
System Dev. Engineer over 26
years, Biz Consultant
VroomGo project business
development as a recruiting
consultant

Hyunmin Jang

Sangsun Yi

Kenneth C. Radaza

Developer

CTO

Philippine
Attorney at Law

- Former ETRI researcher
- Former Hifulai Group
(China)

- Former, Microsoft Research
- Majored Mathmatics &
Computer Science

Logistics expert over 13 years

Has experties on Digital Finance
Technologies such as Blockchain
Application, Mobile Financial
Solution, Token Trading of
Underlying Assets. Practical
Solution Development for Future
companies

Development of VroomGo O2O
service platform
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Advisor

Our Advisor

Hyeondong Choi

Deokyong Ha

Sangman Kwak

Business Advisor

Tech. Advisor

Tech. Advisor

- Former
CEO of NHN Studio 629
- Former
Managing Director of NHN
Entertainment

- Former SK C&C

- Graduated KAIST
- Former Samsung SDS
(Developed search engine,
ERP package)

- Graduated
Seoul Nat’l Univ.,
- Master’s degree at KAIST
- Doctor of Engineering
at MIT Energy Lab.

- Researcher at State of
Massachusetts / Cambridge
- Prof. at Catholic Univ.
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Partner

Our Partners
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Legal Disclaimers

Please read the following notices CAREFULLY before participating in the token sales.
This notice is applicable to all readers of this white paper, and please keep in mind that the notification
may be changed or updated.
If you are not sure about your future actions, we recommend you seek advice from legal, financial, tax
and other experts.

All information provided from this white paper and web site is just for the reference, does not
constitute any investment decision or concrete advice on ‘VRGX’ purchase. In addition, all transactions,
including purchasing and selling ‘VRGX’, should be made under the transaction parties’ own
responsibility.
Legal Notice
1. This white paper has been distributed for the ‘VroomGo' project and for general reference only and
can be reviewed and modified. Please note this white paper reflects up-to-date information based on
the version stipulated on the cover and is not final version. The information in this document can be
changed depending on the business operation and financial status of ‘VroomGo’ after the version. This
white paper can be updated irregular base.
2. No one has the obligation to enter into an ‘VRGX’ sales contract or legally binding commitment and
shall not receive any funding on the basis of this white paper. The sale of the ‘VRGX' is made through a
legally binding contract and details are provided separately from the white paper. In the event of a
discrepancy between the contract and the contents of this white paper, the contract shall be applied
first.
3. In no event this white paper shall be construed as a token issuer/distributor/company's token sale or
purchase proposal for ‘VRGX', and the presentation of this document or the document itself shall be
based on contract and investment decisions.
4. ‘VRGX’ is NOT intended to constitute a unit of securities, business trusts or collective investment
schemes, which are defined in accordance with the Philippines’ Financial Investment Services and
Capital Market Act or other equivalent provisions in other jurisdictions. Therefore, this white paper is
not provided as a business plan, a business manual, a proposal, etc. and no jurisdiction shall interpret
this white paper as an investment proposal or solicitation such as securities, business trust units or
units of collective investment schemes.
5. ‘VRGX’ shall NOT be interpreted, analyzed, classified or paid as an opportunity for Buyer to receive
investment/income/payment/profit or part of that amount.
6. The coin/token issue method specified in this white paper can not be reproduced, distributed or
otherwise disseminated in all or part of this document in regulated or prohibited jurisdictions.
7. The information in this white paper has not been reviewed, inspected or approved by the regulatory
authorities. These actions have not and will not be taken in any jurisdiction.
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Legal Disclaimers

8. In case of wishing to purchasing ‘VRGX’, you must NOT understand, interpret, classify, or treat
‘VRGX’ as follows.
(a) any currency other than a cryptocurrency, (b) Bonds and shares issued by any institution,(c) Rights,
Options, Derivatives on such bonds and shares, (d) The rights under the contract and other agreements
for the purpose of assuring return on investment or avoiding losses or impersonating them for this
purpose, (e) Units or derivatives of securities including collective investment schemes and business
trusts
Limitation of Distribution and Dissemination
1. Distribution or dissemination of this white paper in whole or in part can be prohibited and
restricted by legal or regulatory requirements of any jurisdiction. If restrictions apply, you should be
aware of the limitations that can apply under the possession of this white paper by yourself and seek
advice from law, and comply with them. DELMO TECHNOLOGY CORP.’s executives, employees, agents
or related parties (hereinafter ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates') shall not be held liable for this.
2. Any distribution or dissemination of this white paper shall not allow or cause this white paper or its
contents to be shared by others, such as distribution, replication, or otherwise, for any purpose.
Exclusion of liability
1. The related services provided by ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates' are offered the status of 'as is‘ and 'as
available‘ . ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates‘ do not explicitly or implicitly guarantee or describe the
accessibility, quality, compatibility, accuracy, adequacy, completeness of the tokens and related services.
In this regard, ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates' state that no liability shall be given to any error, delay,
omission or action taken on it.
2. In any jurisdiction, ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates' do not bear responsibility of any liabilities on benefit,
income, loss or damage from trades of ‘VRGX’ under the relevant liabilities, regulations, and rules in
the maximum extent.
3. ‘VroomGO’ and Affiliates‘ does not responsible for customers who have violated relevant laws.
4. Range of excluded liabilities: Every expense of claim, compensation, loss, and legal fee.
Future Forward-Looking Statements
1. This white paper contains future predictive statements based on the current statistic number and
assumption, but VroomGo does not have a responsibility to bear any liability to update on website
about any risk, uncertainty, actual result, information of ‘VRGX’ can give influence on future change or
events and any other information created by VroomGo.
2. Future forward-looking statements contain various risks and uncertainties. These statements do not
guarantee future performance and therefore should not be relied upon too much.
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3. Each solutions and platform of ‘VroomGo’ project are either complete or NOT fully operational as of
the version this white paper was created.
The description on this white paper is written on the premise that the solutions and platform will be
fully completed and operational in the future, but this should not be construed as a guarantee or
commitment for completion of the solutions, platform and operation.
Potential Risks
Before deciding whether to purchase or to participate in ‘VRGX', it is recommended that you read the
followings carefully and analyze, understand the relevant factors and risks. Risks include followings but
are not limited to:
1. Risk of storage related purchasers' carelessness, such as limiting access to ‘VRGX’ due to loss of
identification information, loss of essential private key related to digital wallet with ‘VRGX‘.
2. Changes in political, social, or economic environment, changes in the market environment of the
stock or cryptocurrency markets; risk related to changes in regulatory environment in countries where
‘VroomGo and Affiliates' operate and to changes in the ability of ‘VRGX'
3. Changes in the future capital needs of ‘VroomGo and Affiliates' and changes in capital and capital
procurement potential to meet these risks and shortfalls can affect the use and potential value of each
solutions & platform of ‘VroomGo’ Project development and ‘VRGX‘ itself.
4. ‘VroomGo's activities can be suspended, dismantled or suspended due to various reasons such as
unfavorable changes in the value of ‘VRGX’, failure of business relations, or intellectual property claims
of competitors during development/operation. As a result, ‘VRGX’ ecosystem can potentially have a
negative impact on the potential use.
5. No other entity is entitled to make decisions regarding projects, ecosystems, etc. of ‘VRGX'. All
decisions, including the discontinuation of VroomGo services, platforms and ecosystems, and the
creation, sale, and liquidation of ‘VRGX' utilized in the ecosystem, are at the discretion of DELMO
TECHNOLOGY CORP.
6. The tax and accounting practices of ‘EYE' may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Purchase of
‘VRGX' may have a negative impact on tax processing and is encouraged to seek independent tax
advice in this regard.
In addition to the risks stated above, there are other risks that ‘VroomGo and Affiliates’ can not
anticipate. The risks of unexpected combinations and variations can also emerge. If the above risks and
uncertainties develop into actual situations, the business, financial position, operating results and
prospects of the ‘VroomGo and Affiliates' can be affected in a
practical and negative way. You may lose some or all of the token values of ‘VRGX’
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ICO Participation Restriction

1. ‘VRGX’ is not allowed to participate directly or indirectly in the ICO of ‘VRGX' by U.S. citizenship
holders, residents or permanent residents of countries that prohibit ICO participation.
2. ‘VRGX’ will not be returned in any circumstances, except if the sales rate is below 10% after ICO
completion.
3. Details of the refund process will be updated on the website or other materials.
Governing Law
DELMO TECHNOLOGY CORP. is established in Philippines and this white paper is interpreted and
regulated in accordance with Philippines’s laws.
No detailed information and no update
No person shall be authorized to provide information / explanation except for the contents contained
in this white paper for VroomGo and Affiliates" and related projects and operations, and even if
provided with this information / description, You should not be considered to represent them.
No consultation
No information in this white paper is considered business, legal, financial, or tax advice for ‘VroomGo
and Affiliates". We encourage you to seek advice from other experts, such as law, finance, tax, etc.,

regarding ‘VroomGo and Affiliates' and related businesses and operations. The financial risk of
purchasing ‘VRGX' can apply indefinitely.
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KYC Compliance Statement
Customers participating in the sale of ‘VRGX’ must comply with the verifying real name procedure
(KYC) regulations and any other applicable regulations after the crowd sale for identification
purposes. VroomGo will do its best to provide convenience and reliability to customers based on
mutual trust as follows.
1. VroomGo complies with ICO-related laws such as KYC, Anti-Money Laundering Act (AML).
2. VroomGo complies with the Privacy Act to protect customer's personal information including user
registration information
3. VroomGo will use the KYC personal information collection as information for the O2O tokens sale
only and will discard the documents submitted for KYC after ICO closing.
More detailed information on the KYC process will be updated on the homepage or other materials.
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Thank You

